June 2020

Temporary Closure of Part of the Library’s
Reference Collection
Part of the Library’s reference collection shelves will be temporarily closed
during renovation work at the Board Room, 3/F, East Wing between 17th June
and 11th August, 2020. Enquiry or assistance needed can be directed to the
Library via email at infolib@chuhai.edu.hk or telephone at 2972-7332 during
office hours. Sorry for any inconvenience this may cause.

Resources highlight: ProQuest ABI/INFORM
Collection
The ProQuest ABI/INFORM Collection offer numerous genres of publications
suitable for teaching, learning, and research in the business sector, ranging
from journals and trade publication to business case studies and working
research papers. Notable resources include full-text access to The Wall Street
Journal, The Economist, and Fortune Times; and market information and data
from BMI Research, Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU) and Oxford Analytica. A
summary of the updates and resource additions is available at
https://media2.proquest.com/documents/whatsnew-abiinform.pdf

Resources Highlight: Harvard Business
Publishing Collection
A wide range of e-books on business and economics, computer science, and
other subject areas published by the Harvard Business Review Press are
available for access through the EBSCOhost Database. Additionally, thematic
collections of articles entitled ‘HBR's 10 Must Reads’ provide insights on
business trends and contemporary corporate world issues.

Books Recommendations
Lateral Thinking For Management : A Handbook / Edward de
Bono
To develop lateral thinking is to acknowledge and embrace the necessity of
looking at any problem beyond the vertical, yes/no-dominated system. In his
pioneering writing, de Bono explores how the acts of well-informed creativity –
emphasis on its function to create over the artistic connotation – enable ideas
to be generated and perceived holistically. Harnessing a mind trained to think
both vertically and laterally is a foundation of honing effective problem-solving
techniques applicable to readers at different points of career and life.

HBR's 10 Must Reads on Mental Toughness / Harvard Business
Review Press
With a stronger focus on executive leadership in mind, the collection of 10
articles published by Harvard Business Review address the interrelation

between adversity, mental resilience, and workplace performance. The
contributors draw on findings from behavioural and cognitive sciences, and
assess the function of stress in building motivation towards personal growth
and success.
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